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FXVM	  Launches	  Forex	  VPS	  Hosting	  Service	  
	  
Los Angeles, California - Trading infrastructure and virtual hosting provider FXVM 
(www.fxvm.net), an imprint of Gaiacom, L.C., today announced the immediate 
availability of its forex VPS hosting platform. More than six months of beta testing 
have contributed to preparing the platform for wide release.  
 
FXVM's forex VPS hosting platform leverages infrastructure colocated in major 
financial data facilities, paired with virtualized hosting technology, to bring high 
performance application hosting solutions to individuals and small businesses at 
reasonable costs. The service is catered to traders of forex and other financial 
instruments, who require remote systems to host trading applications, including 
MetaTrader 4. Such applications typically require advanced trade execution speeds 
and network availability.  
 
FXVM has chosen to work with Equinix (www.equinix.com) and Level3 
(www.level3.com) as its primary technology provider partners. Equinix will provide 
colocation space for FXVM’s server hardware in its global International Business 
Exchange (IBX®) data centers, while Level3 will provide a majority of Internet 
connectivity for FXVM and its hosted clients, in addition to Equinix’s own Equinix 
Exchange peering points. 
 
In the New York area, FXVM will be locating its hardware at Equinix’s NY2 
International Business Exchange (IBX®) data center in Secaucus, NJ. In London, 
Level3’s Braham Street facility will host FXVM infrastructure adjacent to London’s 
financial center. Both datacenters feature unrivaled connectivity options for financial 
applications, as well as state-of-the-art security innovations, making them ideal 
choices for FXVM’s service. 
 
With presence in both New York and London, FXVM hopes to serve a diverse group 
of traders and financial businesses spanning both continents. FXVM will offer a 
variety of virtualized forex hosting services, starting at $19.95/mo for a Lite hosting 
package. 
	  
For more information about FXVM's forex VPS hosting services, visit: 
https://fxvm.net/ 
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About FXVM 
 
An increasing portion of world market participants are individuals or independent, yet 
advancements in trading technology are increasingly made available only to 
institutions. FXVM’s platforms in New York and London provide high-performance, 
high-reliability financial application hosting tailored for easy, open access. The 
service is backed by Gaiacom, L.C., a Los Angeles based IT services and consulting 
firm.  
	  
	  
[via https://fxvm.net/blog/fxvm-launches-forex-vps-hosting-service/] 
	  

	  
	  


